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INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL REVIEW
Enveloped in the golden age of sulfona�ides, peni

cillin, and the newer antibiotics, the average clinician
has all but forgotten the natural body defenses.

There

are, however, very practical reasons for a careful recon

sideration of the immune reaction,:

(1)

the sulfona,.rnides,

and penicillin also, to a. limited degree, act through, or
with the cooperation of, the body defenses (Chain, 1940).
(2)

there remain numerous and important pathogenic agents

which still resist all chemotherapeutics.

This thesis, then, wi.11 deal with a. particular {and

much disputed) phase of the immune process:

the site of

production and the distribution of antibodies, �lus the

clinical questions imposed by these subjects.

Ever since the last quarter of the 19th century when

Paul Ehrlich (1906a) replied to a critic of his "side

chain" theory, "It is very annoying when such authors ••• •
who ha.ve absolutely no personal experience in the main

questions wage a bitter war merely because they have made

a few literary studies," the place of antibody manufacture
has been a hotly contested topic.

And since that time

also, the medical student has carried with him from his

bacteriology studies a vague notion of keys and keyholes,
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and strangely shaped molecules floating through the blood
stream looking for their cellular mates.

The essence of

Ehrlich's theory (1906b) is stated thus:

"I assume that

living protoplasm possesses side chains or receptors which
have a maximum chemical affinity for certain particular
groups, and that they therefore anchor these substaaces
to the cells ••••• The receptor which has anchored the
haptophore group becomes useless for the cell because of
this occupation--in such process it is very common to find
that the loss is not merely replaced, but that it is overcompensated.
~

Such an excess of receptors is produced that

there is no longer room in the protoplasm for them.

Then

they are thrust off as free molecules and pass into the
body nuids."

He goes on to assert that the same organs

which possess a specific affinity for the toxin molecule
are able to produce antitoxin.

Thus the tetaaus antitoxin

is produced principally by cells of the central nervous
system; the antihemolysins by the red blood cells, etc.
As Hooker (1937) has nointed out, such a hypothesis
is no longer tenable because of the impossibility that so
many cell receptors could exist for the very many unnatural
prosthetic groups that have been shown (Landsteiner, 1936)
to possess haptenic oroperties.

Moreover, the synthesis

of antibodies by red cells, for example, has been impossible
"1,,,,,/
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to demonstrate.
The second of the early theories is that of Metchnikoff
(1907) the great proponent of the phagocyte, who contends
that these cells not only carry microorganisms to the spleen,
bone marrow and lymphatic glands, but also that the phagocytes themselves produce "specific nrotective and fixative substances which pass thence into the plasmas •••••
We should expect to find this function exercised •••• also
by fixed macrophages, so wicely diffused through almost all
organs."

Metchnikoff's work laid the foundations for the

modern reticulo-endothelial system theory of antibody pro-

'--I

duction, a subject which will be discussed at greater
length.
A triumvirate of early hypothesis is formed if we add
the work of Buchner(l883), whose contention it was that
the antigen is somehow incorporated or transfonned into
the antibody molecule.

Such a proposal is rendered almost

impossible by the fact (Rooker, 1937) that a readily detectable atom contained in an antigen, arsenic for example,
cannot be found in the resulting immune sera.

However,

in June of 1945 Rosenow reported the in vitro production
of substances resembling antibodies by heating suspensions
of streptococci, staphylococci orb. subtilis in saline.

The supermatants were shown to agglutinate the homologous

'-'-'
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suspension up to 1/31,250.

Some reaction was also noted

with non-related organisms as well as with calcium carbonate and aluminum hydroxide.

Up to this time, this work

has not been repeated by other laboratories, but the reputation of the author for unique results would force one
to be cautious in accepting his findings.

\....I

....,,,..,,
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THE SITE OF ANTIBODY PRODUCTION

The reticulo-endothelial theory.
Abundant work has been done to demonstrate that
antibodies originate in the reticulo-endothelial macrophage
system.

According to Jaffe (1938), the reticulo-endothelial

system is composed of cells widely distributed throughout
the body, but most numerous in the blood forming organs.
They have in common: 1. t.he power of phagocytosis and granula,r storage of electro-negative colloids.

(Maximow and

Bloom (1944a) point out that the cell must accumulate dye

'--'

in a very weak solution to be considered reticulo-endothelial since even epithelial cells may store dye if surrounded by a concentrated solution).

2. s.ffini ty for lipi4s.

3. ebility to transform into free ameboid forms.
enchymatous origin.

4. mes-

The morphologic and functional diff-

erences of the various cells of the system are due to the
location, metabolism, and blooa supply of the cell.

The

reticule-endothelial system, therefore, properly includes:
the macronhages of the loose connective tissue; the reticulsr cells of the lymphatic end myeloid. tissue; the von
Kupffer cells of the liver; the lining cells of the lymphatic, spleen, adrenal cortex, hypophysis, and thymus sinuses; the alveolar phagocytes; the adventitial cells about
~
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blood vessels; the free histiocytes of the serous cavities;
and, questionably, the microglia of the brain.

Maximow

states that some new macroohages -probably arise locally
from the mi to tic di vi.sion of preexisting macrophages, or
"by the direct assurnntion of phagocytic activity by cells
having mesenchymal potencies of development".

Among the

latter he includes: the outstretched perivascular cells in
the skin, the reticular cells in the myeloid tissues, and
the monocytes and lymphocytes.
Because the reticulo-endothelial system is responsible
for the phagocytosis of formed antigens, it would seem
natural to suppose that this system is also responsible
\....,

for the production of antibodies.

Methods used in attempts

to prove this assumption include: 1. the effect of the
removal of certain organs on the production of antibody
2. tissue culture studies

3. so-called blockade of' the

reticule-endothelial system by colloidal dyes such as
india ink, collar_gol, and trypan blue and

4. the inocu-

lation of a dye protein and the histological study of its
fate correlated w:i.th the antibody titer.
In 1911 Luekhardt and Becht performed a series of
experiments on dogs in which they inoculated the test
animals with a single dose of rat blood or typhoid antigen.
~

Extracts of the spleens of these doge were injected

-7~

intraperitoneally into normal dogs.

As controls, normal

spleen extracts were also injected into another group of
animals.

The anti rat red blood cell hemolysins in the

dogs injected with "immunized" spleens went up constantly
for 21 days, whereas the titer in the control dogs remained constantly low.

It is interesting to note, however,

that these results could not be obtained for typhoid
agglutinins.

Using extracts of lymph glands, bone marrow,

liver and heart muscle, rising titers could not be demonstrated in the test dogs except in one instance with a
lymph node.
~

The reader is left to speculate whether the

splenic extracts gave rise to antibodies, or whether antigen fixed within the spleen was split off, and reaching
the circulation of the receptor dog stimulated the pro~

auction of' antibodies by that animal.

These same workers

showed that normal animals, subjected to simulated splenectomies, Droduced specific hemolysins and hemagglutinins
more rapidly, and in greater concentration, than splenectomized dogs.
Similar splenic extract experiments were tried by
ToDley (1930).

By

injecting rabbi ts with b. -paratyph.,

and three days later removing the spleens and injecting
extracts of these organs into another group of rabbits,
he was able to show a rise in antibody titer.

'-"""

When serum

-8~

from the first rabbit series was injected into the second
series ten to twenty days after antigen inoculation, it
could be shown that a maximal titer was attained earlier
and disappeared earlier in the splenic than in the simple
serum injection.

Tonley concludes, "these experiments

lend support to the view tha.t spleen is concerned in the
fixation of antigen and either in elaboration of antibody
itself or of some intermediate product."
Hektoen and Curtis (1915), working with white rats,
were unable to show a drop in antibodies after the removal
of one half of the liver.

'--al

So far as the work in blockade is concerned, one can
say that it has been as contradictory as it has been voluminous.

The experiments are based on the assumption that

the absorption of colloidal dyes by the reticulo-endothelial
system prevents absorption of similar colloidal sustances
(bacterial protein) subsequently injected, and therefore,
prevents antibody production.

Undoubtedly, many of the

conflicting results can be explained on the basis of variables in blockade techniques.

Jaffe (1931) points out

that the kind of dye used, the amount, the schedule of injection, the relation between the time of blockade and the
time of testing titers, the effect on tissues other than
reticule-endothelial -- all of these could account for the
~
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inconsistent reports •
Gay and Clark (1924) reported a drop in hemolysin and
precioitin titer after daily tryoan blue injections for
two weeks.

They could show no effect on agglutinins.

Stewart and Parker (1926), using collargol, obtained similar results, but could show no change in even precipitin
titers by using trypan blue.

Jungeblut and Berlot (1926)

observed a droo in the complement titer after india ink
injection, but supplemented their findings by showing that
with reduction tests, the liver and spleen could be shown
to be returning to normal function by the end of the first
day post injection.

'--"

These findings would suggest that the

reticulo-endothelial system is capable of making a quick
recovery.

Such is the opinion of Howell and Beverley (1929)

who, by histological examination after reneated attempts
at blockade, arrived at the conclusion that complete blockade of the reticule-endothelial system cannot be accomplished.

Other nroponents of the blockade method include Cannon

(1929), Isaacs (1925), and Tuft (1934).

The latter be-

lieves that continued in.jection of the dye throughout the
course of the exneriment is necessary to prevent reticuloendothelial regeneration.

An

interesting addition is the

experiment of Gordon (1939) and his co-workers, in which
they demonstrate that snleen blockade with trypan blue

....,.,,,,,

.
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reduces the plasma
content of antihormone (a still auestion-'

able antibody produced in response to honnone antigen).
Ross (1926), Howell and Tower (1926), and Howell and
Beverley (1929) were unable to demonstrate a reduction in
antibody content by the use of the blockade method.

Lewis

(1926), as a matter of fact, was able to show an increased
antibody titer a.-rid stimulation of the reticulo-enaothelial
tissues with proper dye dosages.

Loseke (1939) has demon-

strated that at least in the case of trypan blue, the
action of the colloidal dyes is by no means confined to
reticulo-~ndothelial cells.

''-'-'

To create order out of this experimental chaos is not
an easy task.

Yet it seem}'S to me that orie can safely con-

clude that antibody titers can be significantly reduced,
at least temporarily, by the use of blocks.ding dyes in
proper and continued dosages.

To go further, however, and

say that antibody titers are reduced because the cells
which make antibodies are blocked, is to conveniently overlook an important gap in the sequence of logic.

rt is

quite oossible, as Ehrich (1945) has pointed out, that
micro and macrouhages, by ohagocytosis, break down formed
antigen so that it may be utilized by other cells in the
production of antibooy ..
The most recent and certainly one of the most telling

....,,,,,,,
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additions to the arma~entarium of the reticulo-edothelial
advocate is the work of Sabin (1939).

By using an alum-

precini tated dye Drotein, she was able to identify the
antigen after ingestion by the ohagocytes.

She observed

that this material first anneared in the vacuoles of the
macrophages and was altered by the removal of the dyes.
Later the solid uarticles of urotein disappeared, and it
was assumed that these passed into the protoplasm in soluble form.

Coincident with the disappearance of the antigen,

shedding of the surface films of the macrophages was noted,
and antibodies first began to aupear in the serum.

.'--'

This

shedding phenomenon was noted also after the ingestion of
non-antigen.

Such was the fate of the marked antigen re-

gardless of the route by which it was in.jected.

Follow-

ing intravenous in,j ection, the Kupffer cells and the macrophages of the suleen and bone marrow ingested the dye.
Following intr·aperi toneal, subcutaneous, or intradermal
injection, phagocytosis occu:i!'ed in the loca1 macrophages,
the lymphatic endothelium o~ the regional nodes and the
macroohages of these nodes •
Sabin infers from these :findings that the cells of
the reticulo-endothelie.l system normally nroduce ?lobulin
and that antibody globuliri renresents the synthesis of a
ne~r kind of nrotein under the inf'luence of an antigen.

....,.,,
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(Cohn and his workers have definitely proved that antibody belongs to the garruna 's'lobulin fraction of the serum
proteins).
Ehrich and Harris (1945a) take issue with Sabin on
a number of points:

1. t.11e nhagocytes which presented

the shedding nhenomenon were not those v-d th residual dye
nrotein, but rathAr those without visible particles.
2. the shedding nrocess was not noted in the living animal, Pnd thus not from the Kupffer cells, but from living
cells removed from the animal.·

3. cyto~lasm processes

were noted emerging from omentum or neritoneal fluid after

..._,,,,,,,

a short time, but only :from scrapings from regional lymph
nodes can shedding be observed immediately upon removal
from the body.

4. similar shedding occurs in lymphocytes,

myeloblasts and pr~myelocytes.

These critics conclude,

therefore, that only the ingestion end digestion o:f antigenic rnatertal by micro and macrophages has been -nrovea,
and that the evidence to show that the nroducts of this
digestion are antibocies is entirely inadequate.
Little of the above-mentionec work has concerned the
tissue rnacroDha~es.

Cannon and Sullivan (1932) have de-

monstra.tea a hi!?,"her antitody titer 1n the skin into which
a bacterial antigen was inoculated than could be found in
extracts of liver, soleen, skin of the oonoRite side of
~

the abdomen, or the serum itself.

The titer determinations
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w~re m8de 18 to 22 days after the antigen injections.
The authors conclude that there is local nroduction of
antibodies by tis~u~ macronhages.

The experiments of

Tfartley (1940), while similPr, wer·e perhaos mo2 conclusive.

ire first showed that the intradermel inoculation

of aluminum hydroxide causes the mobilization of cells
which are almost entirely macrophages, capable of nhagocytizing- the gel.

Vaccinia virus adsorbed on the gel

is injected into a previously prepared nodule.

Neutral-

izing antibodies were found in these areas before they
were nresent in the blood in 7 out of 19 cases.

In the

other twelve animals the areas contained a higher anti~

body titer than the blood in all cases except one.

Titers

in the vaccinated area were consistently higher than those
in skin extracts from the other side of the body, into
which dinhtheria toxin had been injected to nroduce inflammation.
~N!"lile these facts do not prove that the local
macrophages were resnonsible for antibody production,
they are, nevertheless, h~rd to ignore circumstantial
evidence.

._,,...,,
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The lymohocytic theory:
Until recent years, cit tempts to assign a definite
body function to the lymphocytes have met with failure.
Much has been susnectea; little Proved.
observations:

1.

These common

t11e enlargement of tr1e lymph nodes

in areas in which there is infectioh. 2.
of normal lymphoid accumulation. 2.

the oosition

the grouning of

lymphocytes about the tubercle a~,c gumma and 4.

the

lymohocvtosis :fn chronic diseases associ2ted wt th recovery and renair, led Bunting, in 1925, to suggest that antibodies were producec by the lymnhocytic series of cells.
Hektoen(l915) was the first to lend experimental
~

su:mort to this hyoothesis.

He we.s able to demonstrate

a significant denression of the antibody titer to sheep
blood in the white rat by the use of properly graded
dosages of x-ray.

With this treatment, the lymphoid

cells were shown to undergo necrosis and nuclear fragmentation coincident with the hemolysin reduction.
This evidence becomes only circumstantial, however,
when one considers the wark of Tsuzuki (1926) with
x-rays.

ue :found that while t11e most remarkable bio-

logic effect of roentgen r~ys is unon the lymphatic
ttssue, there is also an accomnanying phagocytosis of
the aestir,oyed lymnhocy·tes which results in a congestion

'-""'

of the retic~lo-endothelial system.

Perhaps it

-15-
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th:i s a.ction which inhibits antibocl}T f'orms.tion.

Moreover, Nakahara ar..a Murohy(l920) demonstrated
lymphoid hy'nerulasia ~~th aTrall x-ray doses.

And yet

Murohy and Sturm(1225) were able not only to duolicate
lfektoen' s ~rork, but also to show that the auplication

of' dry heat to rabbi ts has e. selective stimulating effect
on the lymphoid tissues alone, with no action on the
macroDhcges, c1nd the-t such tr.:: atment increases the nroouction of' nrecinit.ins to horse serum and o:f agglutinins
to the pneumococcus.
Ae one might suspect, t.hi~ evic-ence, like most

,.._,_,,

scienti :fie data, is not with out contradiction.

Doane

(1928) has orocuced a marked lymphoper:ia in humans by
inducing artificfal :fever to 108 desrees.

The lymnh nodes

concomitantly s',owec degeneration and fragmentation.
Inhibition of' lymohopoiesi s is in dii·ect proportion to
the he:ght and the duration of fever.
Nelson(l943) renorts a similar lymphopenia in rats,
resulting only from the emot5 onal strain of' tying the
animals down in the fever cabinet.

To add to the con-

fusion, Ellingson and Clark(l942) showed marked inhibi tt on of the enti body resoonse in rabbi ts nle,ced in

:fever cehinets.

Frisch enc. Starlinger(l921) could elicit

no increase in globulin vr.i. th artifi cfal fever.

'-,,.,I
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'Nhile Rei!Tl8nn(l932) renorts an increase in tyohoid agglutinins as a result of fever c1ue to other
causes, he too believes that the increased globulin
of infection ii: not a res-,_11t of' fever, but rather that
fever F>nd ~lobulin increase are both a foreign orotein
resnonse •
Other avenues of a".:>nroach have been tried: 1. tissue
culture 2. study of the anti body content of lymph nodes
and the lymnh iteelf', relative to other organs of the
body

2. the histologic study of cells accounting for

snlenic enlargement in acute infections.
Rich, Le 1.ds, and Wintrobe at Johns Hopkins have

'--'

contr·ibuted a ~ignificant work.

Their experiments have

been based on the well knovm clinical observa.tions of'
snlenic enlargement in :nany acute infections and lymohadenonatt_y in areas of local infection.

In studying these

swollen tissuew microsconically, Rich(l936) a.nd Wiseman(l931), working inc.i vi.dually, obse:rved that the
orir.c:inle oroliferating cells in both spleen and lymph
noce were large mononucleer cells with rounded nuclei
and a basonhilic, non-granular cytonlasm.

By staining,

thes~ eel le coulc not be ider.tified si nee they are more
or less char~cteriFtic of lymnhoblasts, rnyeloblasts, md
young hist:i oc;rtes.
.._,,.,./
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However, Rich and his coworkers (1939a) rave anparently developed a method of di ffer-entiating early blood
cell forms by meens 0f' characteristic movements photogre.Phed in motion pict,ures in vivo and i.n culture.
Quo1 i ng from their work: " The histiocytes of the tissues
and the monocytes of the blood have an identical motion •
They throw out large
directions, from ~ll

pseudopodia continually in all

e.

des of their body; their line of

motion tends to change frequently and abruptly; their
pseudonodia are bordered by a broad, filmy, ruffle like
m&rgin which undulates continuously.
have a neculiar rorm-like motion.
~

The myeloblasts

They assume an elon-

gated, cylindrical form, and move in e. twisting, writhing
manner.
end.

Pseudopodia, are Present only at the anterior

The lymTJhoblasts move forward in a steady, un-

perturbed manner, maintaining •••• a rather fixed shape.
It is this st. ape which is th€ m;st charscteristic feature
• • • the general outline of a hand mirror."

In a later

reuort, Rich et al (1939b) demonstrated that the
locomotion and shape of the cells of the snleen of infection or the "acute snlenic tumor'', and the lymph
node of infection, are identical with those of the 1ymph6blasts from cases of lymphatic leukemia and from normal
lymPh nodes.
~

Moreover, they Point out that noae of these
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"cells of infection", either in
be shown to be ohagocytic;

c1

u vo

or in vitro, could

fact which mili te.tes

against their being macroDbcges.
In 1915, Longcone demonstreted that the injection
of foreign protein, non-infectious, would produce a local
lympbadenooathy quite like t~at of infection.
Rich showed that by injecting rabbits

~ th

In 1935,

sterile egg

white or horse serum, their soleens, at autopsy, weighed
sixty oer cent more than controls, and contained proliferating cells identical with those of acute splenic
tumor of infection.

This mononuclear cell orolifer~tion

began within 24 to 48 hours after infection, and was the

'--I

first histologic change to be noted.

No such resnonse

co~la be obtainec to injEction of serum from the same
species, nor to repeated non-antigenic injections of
glucose •
From a.11 these fact,s, Rich, Lewis, and Wintrobe
(1929b) conclude: 1. that thE enlarged spleen and
lymph ncr e is a res1=1onse to foreign protein and not to
infectious agents only. 2. that the cell responsible
for such enlargement is either a l;vnmhoblast (which is
quite different from a myeloblast or a histiocyte) or
e

swollen lymphocyte.

'J'hey go further to postulate that

tbe function of' these lymnhoia cell~ is the production

...,_,.,,,,

cf 2nti bodies.
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By e.n inP-enious and well controlled eXPeriment,

McMaster and Hudack(l9::?.5) have attemntea to show the :formation of' anti bodies within lymph nodes.

They injected

b. paratyph. intre.aeMally into one e er of' white m:i c e.
By the seventh day antibody could be detected in the

regional node on the infect'3d side and in the serum.
The concentration was much higher in the node.
repeated injections were made and tle

When

titer determination

delayed 12 to 21 d.ays, the concentretion of the serum
rose raoidly above tre

node.

On the tenth day no

agglutinin could be found in the node of the uninjected,
but a low titer was found i-:i the ear tissue of the
~

injected side.

tfeve:r was a titer found in the liver or

in the ear tissue of the :ininj ected side.

To show that

the antibody content of the involved node was not derived
fro:n t"':l.e blood via di lated vessels in t:1e locally inflamed ear tissue, these ex?erimenters used different
bacterial antigens i~jected into each ear, each producin2" about the sa:1e amount of inflammation, and none of
w'.hich were cross agglutinators.

Always the specific

an1i body a.,.:meared firet, ana in greatest concentrc=:tion,
in t'-ie lymoh noce on the si.ae into which the corresDoncing antii=i'en had been in,~ ected.

Mcl,1a~ter and Kidd

(1937a), in anotheT renort, show t:iat the antiviral
9rincinle is elaborsted in t~e regional lymuh node

'-'-'
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draininP- the skin into which the vaccinia inocula-

tion is 11aae.

In still anot'!-ler report, (1937b), they

s:ow that every scratch or skin uuncture onens minute
skin lymnhatic ce.-oillaries which stay open for hours,
am they conclude that

11

somewhere a.long these channels

the body defenses must be active 11 •

The work of Ehrich and Farris (1942), who injected
a,ntigern~ into t:ie ryad of' the rehbi t' s hind foot, produced t:.1ese findings: 1. the entimay titer of' the lymph

efferent to f:1e nonliteai lymnh node ( the only one
immediately draining- the are a of i ni ection) is always
higher than t:1e surrounding lymnh.

'--I

This titer anneers

in 2-4 days and is highest in 6 days.

2. the anti body

rise in the efferent lymnh i~ preceded and accompanied
by an increa.se in lym"'.)hoc:ltes and a hyperolasia of the
lymphatic tissue.

3. the afferent lymrh contains no

antibody. 4. the lynrJhocyte, tl erefore, either pro-

duces, adsorbs, or absorbs antibodies.

The latter two

possitll.ities were obviated by experiments (Ehrich et al

1945b) in w~ich lymph olasma, containing anti-erythrocyte anti.bodies,

am

lymph node extracts, contai. ning

anti-tyr,hoid agglutinins, were ino1 bated together.
There was no untake of' anti-red blood cells by the cells
and no decrease in t:i.e nlasma; on the other hand, the
agglutinins decreased in the cells
~

a1

d increased in the

-21-
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plasma.

In ·vivo experiments also :failed to show ab-

sorption or adsorution.
In the early ",)a!·t o'f the century, Carrel and Ingebrigsten (1912) incubated guinea pig bone marrow and
lymoh nodes with goat blood :for :five days.

The cµltures

were then tested :for hemolysis against goat's blood, and
were :found strongly positive.

Controls in which only

guinea uig nlasrna and goat's blood were used, or in
which lymph nodes and bone marrow were not included,
showed no hemolysis.

O:f course, :from this we cannot con-

clude that lymnhocytes in these cultures produced antibodies.

\...I

However, Moore (1939), by incubating bacterial

t.oxins in vitro with lYJ11nhocytes, and t~en in,j ecting the
J&terial into test animals, demonstrated that desth was
delayed, as comnared to unincubated toxins.

He

makes

no conclusions, but wonders whether his results are due
to antibodies, enzymatic destruction, sur:face a:ffixation,
nrecipitation, or phagocytosis.
Dougherty, Chase and White (Nov. 1944) showed that
tre agglutinin and hemolysin titers in immunized mice
were signi:ficant in lymnh node and thymus extracts,
insigni:fica."1t in muscle ana salivary gla.Tld extracts,
and not nresent. in lymuh nodes and thymi of non-immunized
animals.

The lymnhoid cell extracts contained 90% small

lymphocytes.

'---"

They there~ore conclude that macrophages
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and retic,;lum cells contribute little to antibody
forme-tion, since they are found also in muscle and
salivary _r;;land.
Nevertheles::i, it occurs to the reviewer, that
these eX!)erimenters do not eliJTiina.te the possibility
that it is the ~hegocytic cells in the lymph nodes
which account for antibody 9roduction.

Muscle and

salivary glands contain relatively few such cells.
Such cells as they do contain, are not in positions
equivalent to those oi' the lymnh nodes in regard to
pat~ways of antigen entry into the body, blood supoly,

.'--'

intimacy of antigen contact, etc.
There a.rP several additional, isolated facts which
sunnort, or et lesst make more logical, the lymphocytic
theory of antibody formation.

The work of Cohn(l944)

and his group has proved that the antibody Protein

of

the serum is contcined within or is identical with the
gamma globulin frc.ction.

By nrenaring rabbit antisere.

to higbly nurified gamma globulin from normal pooled
human serum, Kass (1945) has found that extra.cts of
lymnhocytes of human ori_rrin react specifically with
these antisera.

These extracts contained 95% small

lymohocytes e.nd 5% large lymnhoc;ttes.

"Sxtracts of' washed

slices of human liver failec comnlete1y to react.
tlle
~

lynmhocytes then,

PW

puce normal globulin?

Do

The work
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of Dougherty, Chase, and 'N'.hi te with adrenal cortical

hormone (to be elRbor2:ted later) suggests that such is
the case.

TToweYer, there iE much evidence (Madfen and

Vlhi nnle 1940) to show that some globulins, pro thrombin
at least, are de:fini tely nroduced in the ltver.
'T'o show how lymnh constitutes a first line of
defense, Drinker(l938) cannulated the cervical lymphatics of a rabbit, and instilled uneumococcus into the
no2e of the ~nimal.

The orgenisms wEre recovered in

tr.e cervical lymph ~rithin one hour, wheres~ they failed
to anDear in the blooa for sevE:ral hourR.

Drinker tbE:n

blocked the main leg lymph vessel of the dog, scleros-

'--'

ing the -oert vJ.th quinine hycroct.loride ir:jections. As

a result, the snscentib1i ty of the J£ g to stren.
infection was marv.-ecly incru1sec..

Little or no material

which reaches the blood by accidental entr&nce from
wi t:iout, gets there wi t.L1.out first passing through a

lymph node.

One might at least be susnicious t.1.at the

body throws up its anti body defenses at the earlj ewt

-::iossi.ble time.
Vlhi le the lymnhocyte has been considered a rather

inert cell, 5arnes (1940) has demonstrated lipase, amyle.se, nuclease in sme.11 amounts, and adenosinase in amounts

g-roeter than in other· tissues;

Therefore, in tPrins of

biocherrical activ t:r at least, the lymnhocyt.e could be

'-'-"
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resuonsible for normal and im~une globulin production.

Summary of t~e lym~hocyte theory:
1.

TIE pres€nce of lyr~mhoic aggreg&tions evr;,ry-

where in the body, and in a oo.sitior.. along the pathways

of en1: r,mce of infection, is suggestive.

2.

The lyrr.n~ node cen orobably produce normel

globulin.

':'he ly:nnh node and splenic resnonse to in-

~..

fection, ari..d to the injection of foreign protein, is

the nrcliferation of lyrnnhoblast or swollen lymohocytic
cells.

Thi.s ,:-,rolfferation, when aonroacriing its max-

imum, is coincident

'--'

4.

with the ff'J'Je2rance of antibodies.

Highest anti~ocy titers are firBt nresent in

t:ie l:>'mDh node crainin~ a locus of infection.

'I'his is

due nei thE'T to absor;)tion from the blood nor to local
~asocil8tRtion in t~e inflamed areas.

5.

':'he highest antibody titer i.s found in the

lymnh vessel efferent to t 1:-:e first node draining an
infected areae

titer at &11.

'The afferent vessel at first has no
Lymr,hocytes do not absorb or adsorb

antibody.

6.

Lym:)hocytes in vitro aD~arently inhi":ii t the

action of some bacterial toxins.

'-'-'
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Factors Influencing Antibody Production
As A ~uide To Their Site Of Manufacture
The adrenal gl~nd:
In Mey, 1944, Dougherty, Chase and White demonstrated an increase in ag~lutinin titer to sheep red
blood cells after the injection of adrenal cortical
extract.

With the elevated titer there was also an

accorn'Janyin!! decrease in the lynrohoid tissue, a consistent lymnhopenia, and an increased serum protein.

In

,Tanu ary, 1945, th. e s am€ authors reported a uersistent

and abso~ute decrease in th3 number of blood lymphocytes
►........,

after the administration of adrenotrophic hormone of
the pituitary.

They also demonstrated(Feb. 1945) that

af'ter antibodies had disanneared from the blood of once
actively immunized mice and rabbits, these antibodies
could be made to reanoear bv
., the ad..'Tiinistra.tion of
.

adrenotrophic hortilone or adrenal cortical extract.
Desoxycorticostearone did not produce the reaction.

In

adrenalectomizr:d animals, the crude cortical extract was
pffective, but the pituitary fra.ction was not.
1945, t~1.e sa.'!le workers re-oorted

a..-ri

In !!arch,

increase in the total

serum nrotein in rats six hours after the in,j ection of

adrenotronhic hormone.

The significant increase occurred

in tre beta ana gamma glob1..1lin fractions of the serum.
~
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These investi2"et.r:>rs submit his-tologic evidence in
their '1:0st recent work (.Tuly, 1945).

Following in

from one to t':lree hours t~e in,jection of adrenotrophic
or adrenocortic al hormone, easi J.y recognize.ble chan.g-es

were noted in the lymnhoia tissues (the nodes, SDleen,
thymus, and isolated lymphocytes in the connective tissue).
These changes included: 1. disintegration of lymnhocytes
consisting either of nuclear fragmentation or of cyto~lasmic bucding, or both.

2.

washing out of these cells

from the lymphoid tissues, or phagocytosis with a
nroliferation of

ohagocytes. 3. edema

of 'the fixed reticular tissue cells.
~

4. marked swelling
The migration and

disintegr-Ation of the lymohocytes resulted in so marked
e depletion of' the cortex that the reticular cells were

more easily observed, and consequently, seemed to be
~ore numerous.

There was little or no destruction of

the large lymnhocytes, but theee lFter gave rise to smaller lymphocytes as renlacement.

No significant changes

were noted in the bone marrow or oth0°r non-lymphoid
tissues.
With all these finding- DouB'herty, Chase and White
nrooose the following hyoothesis:

the

lymohocytes

are the nroducers of normal serum glohulin (Maxi:-now
and Bloom(l944b) :Joint out that in a normal lymoh
node there is always some diAsolution anc some pro~
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liferation of lymphocytes).

There is a balance be-

tween production and dissolution of lymnhocytes in the
nodes.

When this ba1.ance is unset by removing the adren-

als, the normal rate of disintegration is reduced, and
enlarged lymohoid masses result. (Dougherty, July, 1945)
The lymohocytes are also tl}.e nroducers of immune globulin,
either by the sacrifice of their cytonlasm, or by budding.
Both the normal and the immune processes are unde!

the

control of the pituitary, through t~e adrenotrophic
hormone and the adrenocortical oroduct.
While Ehrich and ~arris, Dougi erty, Chase and
White, agree that antibodies are produced by lympho-

·---.,

cytes, we must reiterate their diseenting voices as regards details.

Ehrich and Harris observed lymphocyte

increase and lym",hoid hypernlasia coincident with antibody production.

Dougherty and his co-workers observed

lymphoid tissue decrease and lymphocytopenia.

Moreover,

the lymoh node after adrenal cortical administration as
described by Dougherty is certainly not the same histologically as the lymnh node of' infection.
Perhaps we can explain this apDarent inconsistency
by nointing out that the Dougherty experiments were
nrobably unphysiologic.

If the adrenal cortical hormone

is the normal stimulus t~ antibody oroduction, then
certainly it occurs more Q'radually than under the

'-'-"
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conditions of t~is ex?eriment.

In which case, while

lymphocyte dissolution mi?ht occur, a concomitant lymphocyte hynernlasia ( such as noted °b'J Ehrich, Harris,

a,"1.d

~ich) w~1ld, in the course of time, obscure the disintegration.
Some supnort is given the Dougherty '1iew by the
work of Elmadjian and Pincus (1945) who could show a
lymphocytopenia in mice sub,j ect to the str€ss of being
tied to a wire grill, or exnosed to cold.

A lag in

this resoonse w:?s detected in unilaterally aarenalectomized animals, and no response at all was noted in
the bilaterally operated.

--..,

Belding (1926), Fox

(1935), Sayers (1944), and

~artman (1931) bave all demonstr2ted an increased
antibody response with the administration of an adrenal cortical extract.

The latter was unable to show

similar results in adrenalectomized rats, using only
a saline i!l,jection.

<-Tungeblut, Meyer, and Eagle (1934)

showed that dinhtheria toxin and noliorryelitis virus
could be inacti vatea in vitro by incubation 'IAri th crude
adrenocortical extract, or with APL substance from

oregnant urine.

A similar effect could not be demon-

strated with thyroid , thymus, or ov.i,.rian extracts.
Al though Dougherty et al use this evidence to substantiate their case, one is hard nressed to find its

'---11
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significance as regard anti bodies and lymphocytes.
All of these uositive results are not, however,
without contradiction.

Scott (1833), Ecker (1921)

and Gates (1918) coula find no relationsnp between
adrenal extract ad'Tiinistretion and antibody levels .

Jaf'fe (1924) believes that whatever ef:f'ect is obta.ined
is due to the control of the adrenal on water balance,

and that like results can be accomnlished if water bala~ce is restored with saline administration.

Neverthe-

less, Perla (1941) believE-s thet the administration of
adrenal extract is beneficie,l in any a.cute infection.

....._,

The hyoouhysis:
The removal of' the hypophysi s in adult re,ts is
followed by urogressive atrophy of the spleen.

Perla

(192f) has der.1ons trHted this result, as well e.s the

partial restorc=ition of the spleen by t.he ad.>:iinistration
of Pituitary extrcict.

The administration of the extract

in normal animals results in sn1enic hy-oertronhy to tw o
times normal s:i z.e.

Fowever, Cutler (192'2) could show

no effect on antiboay nroauction after the edmi.ni$tre.tion
of -oitu.itery, either in no:rma. animals, or in partially

hyoonhysectomi zed anirna1s.

Does this show that the

:r'eticulo-endothe1i81 system is not resnonsible for
~
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entibody Droduction?
If one accents the evidence tr.at antibody pro-

duction falls with t1ie remove.l of the spleen, then one
woulc s 1 1sneet th2t hynertronhy of the snleen might in-

e:reese antibody leve1s.

This, of o::-urse, coes not nec.-

esserj 1y follow, pBrticulerly si nee tt.e eel lnlar elementE= resnonsi ble for
plained.

e-, nlenie

enlcr'Sement ere not ex-

Therefore, the eviderce of' Perla and rutler

is rather non-contr1 rmtoT'J.

Conditioned reflex:
It has been claimed, orincil}ally by !fetalnikov, (from

--....,

Soeranky, 19::"5), that e derr:on.stra.ble rise in anti body
titer anc lEukocytes occu:rrec1 in res-oonse to bell ring-

ing or scratching the flank, ~:f'ter this r·@flex had been
establish r:c by conci ti oni mr assoc ir1ti on vrith the usual
anti~en stimulus.

( ~•fuile this work bears only remotely

on tte nroblem at hend, it is mentioned only bE>ca.use of
its fascina tinQ' -oossibilj_ ties.)

Ko-oeloff, (1939) was

unable to ro ow such cendi tioning in human subjects.

He

beli ~ves J\!fetslnikov' s resul ti:; mey be the result of daily

fluctuations in ant:i.1:::ody curves, er simole resnonses to
the secondary s . . . imuli, a~d note condit:ioned re:flex at
all.

'--'
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The Dis.tri b11tion of Anti boc1ies as
a Guide to the Production
Site •

The correletion of these factors: ooint of antigen

injection; time elapsing after inoculation; and ratio
of antibody titer cf various fluide of tbe body, migbt

give scme clue as to the -olFce of anti body synthesis.

Becht and Greer (1910) showea that thirteen days after
tre

intraneri tone al in,j ection of' horPe serum into dogs,

a::-:glutinins were founc in hi~heet titer in the serum,
next in the thore,cic lymnh, then the cervical lymoh, and

lastly in the nericardial fluid.

.__.,

In some animcls the

thoracic lymnh was eaual to the sE'rum, net infrequently
a condition seen in pasrive immunization.

There was no

difference in the re,tio of serum to lymnh titers after
four, and after 24 hours nost inoculation.

This evidence,

while it does not attempt to show the entjbody titer of
ly!Ilnh drainage from the site of antigen injection, does
disclose that the thoracic lymnh titer is often as high

as that of the serurr.

Since it is the lymnh vihich drains

into the blood, and not vice versa, one might suspect
ttat antJbodies are produced in a tissue drained cbiefly
by lymPh8tics, lymnh nodes for example.

However because

the equality of' lymph cmd serum titers is by no means

constant, one is justified in crewing no conclusions.
~
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Contrary to po-;,ulBr scientific oninion of the early
ne.rt of the century, it has now been proved that the
cere'trosDinel flui(: does contain anti b0di es..

Never-

theless, the titer does not r·each a figure at all com-oarable vd th that of the seru'TI. Apparently, as Friec.em&.nn

(1929) points out, there is such an entj ty as the hematoencephalic barrier, and cerebral capillarj_es, as well
as the choroid olexi,
me atili ty.

co

exhibit certain selective per-

Anti bod i es , however, are Dess ed.

Freund (1920) im.~uni.zed rabbits with tynhoia and
femonstrated the follovdr.,g agglutinin titer ratio: con-

siderin~ tbe serum as 100%, the c.s.f. had a o.33% titer,

.,,_,_,

brain extract o,82'?',, end sninal co:rd ext:ract o.49%.

It

is, ther·efor-=, hi.;:rhly orobable thet l1ntibodies reach the
brain and core tissue through

rcutes other than via the

choroid Dlexi end the c.s.f. (prob2bly through cani1laries), since the nervE tissue rEaches a higher titer
more quickly than the c.s.f.

Sr:,erar:~ky
(1925) hos indicated that cErtain diseeses
,.
cen be curf'd more quickly and more certainly by what he
calls numping the c.s.f'. or repeated complete lumbar
tap drainages.

In this country, Kubie (1928) showed

that after reoe:::ted c.~.f. ta-onin.;s, the fluid began to

show more lynrJhoc:rtes.
0eutic m5thod.

"-r,11

'!'his was

a."1

effective there-

We ca.ri only speculate that nerhaos the

-,23-
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lymohoc~rte enc t1--,e th eraneut,ic results are in some
way r-el2-1- ec, thr,-:mgh elevr ted antibody concentraU ons.

Csr :'.)er~1a-::s antibodies cen ·be ,)roduccc som1c-where
·within t~F: c.n.g. itseJf.

If not, one wonders why a

oosi ti ve c. s. f. 'Nasserman can exist without a positive
blood '.'lassernan.

Kpt:1,enelbogen (1935) "'.Joints 0•1t th Ht

t:lroteins may inhibit t:1e •·:assErman reaction, and that

:,rote ins are much ri~her L'1 the blood.

Therefore, the

a-:1tibody efainst 1u ..:,s exists in the blood but ca··not
be demonstrc:it;ec by com -Jlement fixation.
0

uowever, the

sa"De investigator be 7 ieves tr:r,t ~ynhilitic antibodiez
o.re nr:,bably oroduced within tr.e c.n.e. because : 1. the

.....,,

c'egree of meningeal irri tAti nn is usuaJ. ly a measure of'
t!"le degree of hemeto-encenhalic barrier oer11ea~bility.
2. the nrotein elev;:,tion and cell count of' the c. s. f.

are eeliable measures of th~ deg:ree of meningeal irri-

tation. 3.

t:,p:,r-.:;

is no constant -:Josi tive correlation

between the incidence a"'1d strength of' the c.s.f. Wasserman and the deP,'ree of meningeal irritation. 4.

if the

sntibodies i;'lvolved v'rere nroduced in the generel circull9.tion and 0enetratec througb. from the blood, there

should be a 100~ nositive correlation.
':'his much is knmm: (Mexirnov: ancl Bloom 1944c )--in

inflem,nation, large free macrcF:ihaci:es, e.s well as small
grouns of lyrrr1hocyte~, can be founa in the nie. m~ter.

....,,,,,,,,

.
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All factors consiaerea, we gain no very convincing
evidence for the site of antjhody nroduction from a

study of immune 1-:ody distribution.

---.;

-..,,.,I
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Discussion

Perhens all of this macro,hage versus lymphocyte
con.,_ r-oversy amounts to much ado about nothing if we
h"- ed the words of Maxi mow and Bloom (1944d).

It is

their contention thet the resoonse to foreign nrotein
is a resnonse of the mesenchymal tissues in g-13neral,

and thet the differences 1.n identity between various cells

derived from the mesenctyme are not as real as they are
apnar-ent.

F'or Pxa_.-rrmJ.e, Maxi mow (1927) nresents e. highly

convincing nhotoQ'.ranhic chart in which he uictures, steu
by sten, the transition of a lymnho~vte in tisAue cul-

'--'

ture throue:h the staJTe of' a monocyte, into a cell in
all respectA, including ability to nhagocytize, identical with a tynical macranhag-e.

If the lymphocyte then,

is notentially a macrophege, has out thesis lo-st its
meanin~ and become less t~an academic to the point of
beit¥? nicayune?

'1'a1i3ferr-o and MulliR"an (1837), in working with
the malc1.ri el narc?si te in monkeys, showed lym0hoid
hyn'9r')1.asia in resnonRe to infection, and every con-

cetvable tyne of cell intermediate betwEer. the lymnhocyte 8nc t!ie macronhao-e.

one of the interrneaiaries.
'~

The mor.oc:-{te is not always
These workers beJ.ieve that

t"te gre&test nur.-iter of new macronh.sges arise from
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'::'herefore, they suggest that

tt.e mecium lyrnnt.ocytes.
the term

11

lymnhoid-rnacronh~ge" system be C'Jined, in

order to include both the 'TiecrcnhGges and their tirecursors, ell 0f which 2re involved in malariel and
other defense reactions.
Such an exolanation wo1-1ld reconcile many of the
conflic tinJ=c re"'.Jorts.

Nevertheless, it · is imoorte.nt to

know whether the lym:Jhocvtee as such, lyrrrohocytes di.f:ferenti ated into me.cro:iheg-es, or both, are immediately
res:>onsible for the ~:iroduction

or

It is

antjbodies.

i::11Jortant because lymo11cj c tie sue can be selP.cti veJy
dest,royed, or inc'ucec to nrolifere.te by mFthods already

-.....,

nointf'd nut. ( Y-ray, h, ~,t, adr-=nel cori.ical extract).
0

!<lorE'over, +.here is ro me evidence th e.t cietc1ry vAri etions
can selE=cti vely ef'-f'ect lymphoid tissues. (iNiseman, 1938)

(Settles, 1921).
It would seem logical, at least teleologically
speakin;;r, that antibody nroduction would occur at the

earliest possible time -alonf.: the pat:':1.way o-f antigen
entry.

In any inf'ection w'hich does not enter the blood

stream directly, tffi anti:-enic agent must first ness
throw:t,h t~e skin, the reso-iratory , and the gastrointestinal mucosa.
c-ro~ -.~nr
.,,_ 1· C'1
1

wl

....,,_,

eviJFmce of

~

B;JC:
t,i.,_f

rri-ie work of' ~!icT.:aster end 1-{udack,

·,arr1S,

T'I'

•

1
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d,:,r Cl. t ec,
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C'On1.n.nc1ng·

Dr,:-i,:iuction of' immune booi eG in regional
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lymoh nodes.

It is cui te ·oossible al sn, that nha,go-

cytes. ei t1-:er local or in the s-oleer:. and liver, have
some role in the n!Y'cessing of narticulate anti::,;en

in orenaration for anti toc1 y oroduction.
'.Ve obtain an i.mnortant clui:::- from the chemical

identification of antibody e.s ga'Tlma. globuJin.

For where

these globu l i.ns 2re ~ynt~'.1esizea, there antibodies are

".)rob ably synt:-ie sized elr;o.

'Y1--1ile Kess and Sabin disagree

COi:J.'!")letely on the si.te of nornrn1 globulin production,

t:1e former' s lym:,hoid theory is more acceutable.
Per'l-Ians r.1cst funda:nental is tl'ie very existence of

so muc:-. l:rm>:>ho~ d tissue, di stri bu tee as it is in the
'-.,I

boct'.

It is ci ffi c;,1 t to i11c=,2"ine that fr. . e lymnh filters

throup-h such an abunc' aT1t ~md ubioui t ous tissue for no
good reason et al 1.

'!'he only functj on det'ini tely es-

tablished for the lymoh cells is the or-eduction of
more lymnt. cells.

A.nd the fanction of the lymahoc:,,·te?

One simply cannot i£:nore th2 lymphEcdenopethy of infection, enc the lynrJhocytosi s of cert&in chronic eiseofH'c'.
,..,,ne lym11hoc7/te must -olsy a E1:iJ:tnif:icen+, role in body
defense.

7he hulk of the evir5ence weighs heavily in

favor of the lyrrrshocyti c theory of anti body nroduction.

'l..,.J
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Cli:-:-: ceJ. Irnnlic?tions of' the PrcbJ.em

The 0,ui:?stion of anti r:oc~,r nroductio'; is fe.r from

an inr,r2 ctic al one.

Si nee it is beyond the scope of

this t"l-:esis, no attP,mnt will be mAde to present all
t:ie exrieriment2J. sunnort of the theories invobred.

The

clinical consicerttions are ennmera-ted only to secure

the imnort o:' the ~roblem to the M. D. : l. Does removal
of tonsillP-r lymohoid tissue add to t.he danger of inf'ec-

tion vi a the nasonharyngeal mucosa? (.Aycock and Lufu er,
192£')

2.

Is e.arenal corticel extract indicated in

the treatment of acute infections? (Perla, 1941) 3. Does

'-'-'

x-ray therarr.' increase suscentib1 ity to infection by

struc-l:ion of' lymphoid tissue?
l

a-:ii:;
'\
V'-"t_, I

Otichels, 1931 and Mottram,

4. Will t":-le a~nlica+ion of ary heat :i.nduce lymoh-

oid hynernlasia cind incree.se antibody :>reduction?

this be a valuer:le theraneutic aP-ent?
1925)

ce-

(Doane, 1928)

(Nelson, 1948)

Might

(Mur-ohy a-:1d Sturm,
5.

What is the

effect of dietary alterations on antibody productjon?
(Settles, 1981; Ce.rmon, 1942; 1Viseman and Al<eroya, 1928)
6.

·Nhat is the relationship of lymphoid tissue to

hyperim:-iunity and allergy? (Coburn and Pau~i, 1935)
7.

l1"ow are lymnhocytes r€la+ed to cancer inununj_ty?

(Dou.-rherty, ,Tune, 1945)

-.,,,.,I

----~a. ...
-
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Summary

1.

The "'lodern theories o±' antibody nroduction sites

include t~e reticulo-endot~elial and the lymphoid.
The latter is the more plansihle.

Both tissues are

urobably invdved in some way.

2.

Lyrrmhoid tissue and anti tody production can be

al ter·ed by various me ans w:-iich may have clinical
value.

'--'

___,.
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